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Swedbank Robur’s Engagement
Strategy
Purpose

Swedbank Robur Fonder AB, below referred to as ”Swedbank Robur”, is an asset manager and a wholly owned
subsidiary of Swedbank AB (publ). Swedbank Robur’s vision is to be world leader in sustainable value creation.
Sustainable value creation refers to our ambition to create long-term returns for our customers, while also
contributing to a positive development of the society and the environment. We consider sustainability as an
integral part of well-managed and profitable investments. We aim to achieve this by being a key player that
supports and influences positive change.
Swedbank Robur wants to invest in sustainable businesses with the potential to achieve positive impact.
Swedbank Robur addresses sustainability using three methods: inclusion, exclusion and engagement. For more
information on inclusion see Swedbank Robur’s Inclusion Strategy and for more information on exclusions see
Swedbank Robur’s Exclusion Strategy and Swedbank Robur’s Climate Strategy.
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Focus areas for engagement

Engagement is for Swedbank Robur a tool to handle risks and find good investment opportunities in our region as
well as globally.
We use the power of our influence as owner and potential investor to push for transition and long-term
sustainable value creation in companies and on markets where we invest.
Swedbank Robur want to invest in holdings with a fair, clean and good business.

Fair Business: We promote fair and transparent business practices and
reporting that strive for high standards. We will encourage best practice,
sustainable leadership and collaboration with stakeholders in order to have
positive impact on sustainable development.
Important aspects include:
•
Human rights, Labour rights & Children’s rights
•

Business Ethics, Anti-Corruption & Anti Money Loundering

•

Diversity & Equal representation

Clean Business: We promote clean and efficient production and business
operations that support reduced climate impact. We encourage design, creation
and use of products and services that prevent pollution of water & air, and cause
no harm to humans, biodiversity or the climate.
Important aspects include:
• Efficient and clean operations
• Reduced climate impact
• Sustainable production – do no harm

Good Business: We promote sustainable business transition. We seek sustainable profit growth and to create a healthy, long-term return for our customers.
We encourage circular business models, products and services that present
solutions to global challenges and contribution to the Sustainable Development
Goals.
Important aspects include:
• Business solutions for global challenges
• SDG contribution by products & services
• Circular business models
Each Mission Statement above is described in Swedbank Robur’s Expectation papers, where we in more detail
describe our expectations.
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Forms of Engagement

We actively engage with holdings1 to address environmental, social and governance challenges in our
engagement as owner.
As owner our primary focus is engagement dialogues with boards and management teams of the businesses we
invest in. We also take part in nomination committees2 and we exercise voting at General Meetings. Additionally,
we use our influence in the investment community to drive change together with peers and third parties. We also
cooperate with our suppliers in developing research methodology that will support sustainable investing.

What to achieve

As investor we engage with a broad spectrum of stakeholders, such as our customers, media and NGO:s. Transparent communication, education, shared learning and review of our products and business practices are the
main drivers. We also influence policy makers and regulatory bodies to improve our sector and the society in our
engagement as investor.
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Engagement as an owner

We engage with portfolio holdings through:
1. Voting
The General Meeting is an opportunity for all shareholders to meet and direct questions to the board, the
company management and the auditors. It is also an opportunity to vote on proposals on the agenda. We vote on
all items on the agenda and publicly disclose our voting on our Proxy Voting Dashboard.
2. Nomination Committees
The Nomination Committee is the General Meeting’s body for preparing and nominating the members of the
Board. Swedbank Robur considers participation to be highly important and generally participates in Nomination Committees, in companies that apply the Swedish Code for Corporate Governance, if qualifying as a major
shareholder and is offered the opportunity to appoint a member to the Committee. Details are further explained
in Swedbank Robur’s Principles for Shareholder Engagement.

1
2

Companies, issuers and external fund providers.
Mainly Swedish.
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3. Dialogue
We define dialog as “discussions where we, as owner or potential investor, share our view on good business
standards or specific expectations on sustainable value creation with a company, issuer or external fund/index
provider.”
We use and report on four types of dialogue:
i. Proactive – for value creation and to promote strategic topics
• Investment analysis that include discussions on business-critical sustainability and corporate governance
aspects
• Active ownership to follow up performance and development of key aspects.
• Promote Fair/Clean/Good business and signal business opportunity or risk and/or request change or
suggest issues for development.
• Fact finding to assess a situation/issue and signal its importance.
ii. Reactive – to exercise active ownership or to manage risk
• Fact finding in order to assess and evaluate an issue/situation/incident and signal its importance to us.
• Provide confirmation and feedback to share our view/standards/expectations on an issue.
• Incident management including agreement on time bound targets and action plan to mitigate and manage
risk/issue.
iii. Cooperative dialogues that we perform together with other investors, given that Swedbank Robur is a clear
signatory.
iv. Dialogue performed by engagement suppliers on behalf of Swedbank Robur.
In order to govern and prioritize dialogues, Swedbank Robur has an internal Watch List process. The internal
Watch List comprises companies that:
• Seriously and systematically have breached international sustainability norms and conventions issued by
the UN3, ILO4 and OECD5 or in any other way been involved in business practices deemed to be unacceptable
from a sustainability or corporate governance perspective,
• or have other high sustainability risks.
If Swedbank Robur invests or stays invested in a company on the internal Watch List, a monitoring process has
been implemented to manage these types of sustainability risks. All companies are contacted and companies
that do not rectify the violations or mitigates their ESG-risks are excluded for investment as soon as possible,
but no later than two years after the company was put on the internal Watch List. For more information on the
process and for a list of the Watch List companies that Swedbank Robur has invested in may be found on
Swedbank Robur’s webpage.6
Swedbank Robur has set specific engagement targets for companies emitting high emissions within TCFD
(Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure) sectors7. For holdings that constitutes 70 percent of our
owned carbon emissions in these sectors, we have committed to have engage with. The engagement will have
particular focus on climate, with the goal to help companies transition their business activities and set own
climate targets. With time our goal is to engage with all our holdings within these sectors. For more information
around our engagement work within climate, see Swedbank Robur’s Climate Strategy.

Engagement as an investor

Swedbank Robur have committed to offer world-leading, sustainable savings products to our customers. Transparent and informative disclosure of product content and fund management strategies is central to this commitment. We take an active part in the public debate and are open to actors seeking to review our sustainable
investment methods and our product composition.
We engage with our peers and within our sector in order to share knowledge, develop common business standards. We influence policy makers and regulatory bodies to promote sound and reasonable legislation regarding
sustainable finance. This is done locally in e.g. the Swedish Fund Association and globally in PRI, Climate Action
100+, Agenda 2030 and ICGN. For a complete list on all of our external commitments see our website.
www.un.org
www.ilo.org
5
www.oecd.org
6
Swedbank Robur always takes the best interest of the fund unit holder into consideration. This means that the list from time to time may not include all holdings in
Watch List companies.
7
Sub-sectors within materials, utilities, consumer discretionary, industrials, consumer staples and communication services.
3
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Transparency and Reporting

We publicly disclose the following KPIs to reflect our engagement efforts and the result thereof.
Fair

Clean

Good

Number of dialogues devoted to
Human Rights, Labour Rights &
Children’s Rights.

Number of dialogues devoted to
Clean business or Paris alignment.

Number of dialogues devoted to
Good business.

Share of women in boards where
Swedbank Robur is a member of
the Nomination Committee.

Number of holdings with climate
targets (relative index).

SDG net-alignment (relative index).

Share of holdings compliant with
international norms & conventions.

Use of this strategy

This strategy covers all Swedbank Robur funds. We intend to exercise active engagement and work for sustainable value creation in all investments regardless of asset class, or form of ownership. Application is adapted
to enable engagement based on the characteristics of each asset class. Below is a short description of how
engagement may vary for different types of investments and instruments.
•

Investments in equities: engagement by voting as an owner; through nomination committees upon request;
and by dialogue with management.

•

Investments in securities such as governments bonds, municipalities, corporate bonds: engagement by
dialogue in the capacity as holder of the issuer’s debt instruments.

•

Investments in external funds: engagement by dialogue with the investment manager, ETF - and derivative
providers.

More information is found in Swedbank Robur’s Inclusion Strategy and each fund’s prospectus.

Conflict of Interest

Swedbank Robur is aware that potential or actual conflict of interests may arise as part of Swedbank Robur’s
engagement activities. Consequently, we have policies in place for the purpose of taking all reasonable steps to
prevent conflict of interests. Where such conflicts cannot be avoided, we will identify, manage and monitor the
conflicts and, where appropriate, disclose it to clients to prevent them from adversely affect the interests of the
clients.

Further information

On our website we disclose more information about responsible investments and documents with respect to
sustainability such as:
•

Swedbank Robur’s Policy for Responsible Investments

•

Swedbank Robur’s Principles for Shareholder Engagement

•

Swedbank Robur’s Climate Strategy

•

Swedbank Robur’s Inclusion Strategy

•

Swedbank Robur’s Exclusion Strategy

•

Swedbank Robur’s Green List

•

Swedbank Robur’s Watchlist

•

The race to Net Zero - Swedbank Robur’s roadmap to net zero emissions

•

Swedbank Robur’s Proxy Voting Dashboard

•

Swedbank Robur’s Expectation Papers

•

Prospectus for each fund

